This review surveys recent documents previously announced in RIE that are concerned with flexible-modular scheduling. Benefits derived from innovative scheduling techniques range across the entire spectrum of the educational experience, frequently providing for substantial change in the roles of students, teachers, and administrators. Under such a scheduling system, students can choose instruction individualized to meet their needs and teachers can assume greater participation in both curriculum planning and the development of new instructional methods. In addition, administrators can choose from multiple alternatives for organizing the school day and for managing time and space use in their schools. (Author/EA)
Flexible scheduling is an operating framework characterized by classes of unequal length which meet at differing periods throughout the week and which are geared to the individual needs of students. Flexible scheduling may vary from merely rearranging time allotments and sequences of established courses to a complex modular approach in which schedules for each student are generated daily and picked up by the student each morning.

Heathman and Nafziger (1971)

The key objective of flexible-modular scheduling—improvement in the quality of education—is attractive. Benefits derived from innovative scheduling techniques range across the entire spectrum of the educational experience, frequently providing for substantial change in the roles of students, teachers, and administrators.

Students can choose instruction that is individualized to meet their needs through variable schedules that allow for a range of course choices, optional programs, and independent study. Students are able to select their own goals and pursue areas of interest beyond the standard parameters of their curriculum.

Teachers are able to use their individual talents and training in the development of new instructional methods and are freed to design assignments more consistent with individual student abilities. In addition, they are assuming greater participation in curriculum planning and are exploring new relationships between class-size and subject matter requirements through experiments in large-group, small-group, and individual instruction.
Administrators are offered multiple alternatives for organizing the school day and for managing time and space use in their schools. Flexible-modular scheduling provides for a unique emphasis on individual initiative, which enhances interrelationships among students, teachers, staff, and administrators.

All but three of the documents reviewed are available from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service. Complete instructions for ordering these documents are given at the end of the review.

**VIEWS ON FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING**

Although the master schedule is the foundation of the secondary school, very few administrators, according to Wiley and Bishop (1968), have any background in its construction. Even for the traditional equal-time-for-each-subject program, scheduling is a complex task and should take into account the methodology and learning process of the school. The prime scheduling variables—time, teachers, students, facilities, and curriculum—each have peculiar sets of circumstances and limitations. For the development of a proper scheduling rationale, these variables must fit into a complex, but complete, picture.

The authors recommend that the allotment of instructional time vary according to the individual subject; that teachers have more preparation time during the school day; that students assume more responsibility for their own education, especially in the area of free time; and that facilities be diversified to accommodate all students rather than only college preparatory students. These possibilities are all present when a variable class schedule is employed. Wiley and Bishop believe it is the principal's role to see that changes are made.

In the opinion of Davis and Bechard (1968), a school schedule should enhance the attainment of sound educational objectives. A flexible schedule allows teachers to change group size, group composition, and class length according to the purpose of the lesson. Their pamphlet presents various "master" schedules for flexible scheduling: (1) simple block schedules, (2) back-to-back schedules, (3) interdisciplinary schedules, (4) schoolwide block schedules, (5) open-lab schedules, (6) rotating schedules, (7) block-modular schedules, and (8) flexible-modular schedules.

Valencia (1969) provides a simplified description of flexible-modular scheduling and of instructional strategies applicable to high school curricula. Group size, facilities, and teaching roles are considered in the overall picture of flexible-modular scheduling. The role of the teacher is directive in large-group instruction. In small-group instruction where discussion and task orientations prevail, a teacher becomes more participatory than directive. Laboratory instruction allows further individualization because the student is permitted to work independently.

Valencia also points out that time configurations can be planned to correspond to the instructional modes used in attaining the course objectives. The problem of complexity, which occurs in the scheduling process when many time patterns are used, can be alleviated with less structured time in the curriculum. The author recommends flexible-modular scheduling for continuous improvement of curriculum and instruction and for optimization of learning opportunities for students.
The Institute for Development of Educational Activities (1970) reports on a seminar held to produce ideas helpful to principals presently implementing a flexible-modular schedule and to those contemplating such scheduling for the near future. According to the report, participants agreed that flexible scheduling is only one of several interdependent practices and cannot be considered seriously except in combination with other closely related innovations.

**STANFORD SCHOOL SCHEDULING SYSTEM**

An outstanding example of innovative scheduling is the Stanford School Scheduling System (S-4 or SSSS), described in a booklet published by the Department of Industrial Engineering and the School of Education at Stanford University (1968). The document surveys innovations in flexible scheduling and variable course structure designs in secondary education, discusses the school scheduling problem, and outlines schedule construction using the S-4. It also covers field testing of the system and its limits, and describes computer system requirements.

The S-4 has the following advantages: (1) it is a technology that enables the construction of complex flexible schedules; (2) it requires precise definition of the design of each course offered in the school program, as well as of the overall program design; and (3) it encourages professional personnel to explore in detail the appropriateness of different arrangements of time, class size, pupil grouping, and use of staff and facilities.

According to Allen and De Lay (n.d.), the S-4 can free administrators from the burden of scheduling without loss of opportunity to make vital educational scheduling decisions. Since experimentation with a range of curriculum alternatives requires flexible scheduling, the restrictions of manual scheduling techniques must be removed.

The computer can provide maximum freedom to choose a schedule reflecting the abilities and interests of students and the special qualifications of teachers. In a few seconds it can investigate the millions of possible combinations of teachers, students, rooms, and limits of time, thereby satisfying a high percentage of student schedule requests. Furthermore, the S-4 costs of approximately $1 per student are comparable to costs of manually constructed schedules.

Petrequin and Tapfer (1968) describe Stanford's field implementation of computerized modular scheduling at Marshall High School in Portland, Oregon. In preparation for the new instructional program, staff members attended inservice training workshops and explored experimental techniques such as team teaching.

When the program was implemented, the basic schedule was changed from the conventional seven-period day to one divided into twenty-one modules of twenty minutes each. With advisory help, students preregistered in the spring for the following year and the computer utilized their schedules to prepare the master plan. Flexibility was enhanced through the adoption of four teaching-learning modes: large-group instruction, medium-sized groups for laboratory activities, small-group learning experiences, and independent study situations.

**OTHER SPECIFIC PROGRAMS**

An operating manual for administration of the Fort Lincoln New Town Education
System developed by General Learning Corporation (1970) includes elements critical to installation of a flexible system. The manual focuses on elements allowing growth of policies and procedures to serve particular needs. Specifications are detailed regarding information flow, storage, output, time cycles, and provisions for staffing, authority, and responsibility. The areas covered include registration, attendance, safety, and transportation of students. Building maintenance, food services, personnel records and payroll, staff scheduling, procurement, and an accounting system are also discussed.

At Dillingham High School (grades 7-12) in rural Alaska, the Dillingham City School District (1971) is establishing a schedule and curriculum that provides students and teachers with an active voice in determining their educational experiences. As a result, all courses are nongraded through the ninth-grade level and over two hundred one-half credit "minicourses" are offered in a variety of time arrangements. Junior-high-level students are able to enroll in regular high-school courses. The school year is divided into sixty-day trimesters and classes are scheduled in sixty-three-minute time blocks consisting of three twenty-one-minute modules. The school district reports favorable reception to the new schedule and curriculum from students, teachers, and outside evaluators.

A report from a workshop on modular scheduling at Andrew Lewis High School (1967) in Salem, Virginia, presents avenues for curriculum improvement in secondary schools. Proposals included in the report cover the areas of team teaching, various sized instructional groups, grouping, teacher load, credits, and marking. Additional areas of concern are nonscheduled time, school plant facilities, evaluation, and time allotments.

**SMALL SCHOOLS**

Warden and Leidich (1969) record one small school's adaptation of variable scheduling and the reactions of the school's staff and students to one year of the schedule's operation. The purpose of their experiential paper is to show how one school staff can cooperatively adapt a concept such as variable scheduling to its own needs without devoting major amounts of time or investing in computers or other costly equipment.

Anderson ([1966]) examines a daily modular scheduling system initiated for the small enrollment at Pahranagat Valley High School in Alamo, Nevada, with specific reference to types of instruction, schedule procedures, and conflict problems. The report is written in dissertation format, which presents a statement of the problem and a definition of terms, a review of literature relevant to modular scheduling, and a discussion of the developed hand-generated modular schedule. Anderson also provides an evaluation of the scheduling system.

To provide a wider variety of curriculum offerings and to meet the individual needs of students, the Western States Small Schools Project (WSSP) realized it would be necessary to revise or alter drastically the existing organizational structure of educational programs. According to Jesser and Stutz (1966), modular scheduling has become the most popular method of meeting this necessity in the WSSP.

Advances in computer technology have made this approach possible and aid greatly in providing flexibility of scheduling. The participating schools characteristically approached the implementation of modular scheduling in three phases: the exploratory phase, the developmental phase, and the...
operational phase. The authors describe these phases and the roles of the administrator and the consultants necessary for the program.

If individual student needs are to be met, Knudsvig (1966) believes the effective use of flexible scheduling, instructional aids, and modern technological techniques in small school systems is imperative. Flexible scheduling and the use of correspondence courses maximize opportunities in a limited curriculum.

**DEPARTMENTAL USE OF FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING**

White (1967) describes a modified flexible scheduling program at Horton Watkins High School in Saint Louis. The Innovation English program is designed to encourage high school students to work independently and to share their reactions and ideas with others. Each student participating in the program attends one large-group instructional session (frequently taught by a team), two seminar discussions with a teacher and ten other students, and two independent study periods each week. During the latter periods, he may study independently, use the library, view a filmstrip, confer with a teacher to work out an individualized plan of study, or take an examination. Progress is facilitated by the use of student "work packages" that explain a unit's purpose and provide an outline and explanation of activities to be completed by the student.

Teachers are free, White explains, to create and structure their own courses, while students can pursue their independent study, research, and creative projects. In addition to traditional courses, the curriculum includes a creative writing course, a poetry course studying poetic techniques and devices, and an American studies course examining the relationships among literature, history, sociology, and literary criticism.

In a discussion of class scheduling problems, Klotman (1968) emphasizes scheduling of music classes. The first part of the booklet reports eleven current scheduling practices. The second part concerns data processing and use of computers for scheduling, with discussion centering on the Stanford School Scheduling System (SSSS). In the third part of the booklet, the author considers flexible scheduling, emphasizing a specific plan used in the Brookhurst Junior High School in Anaheim, California.

To provide a guide for implementation of flexible-modular scheduling in industrial education, Resnick (1970) examined modular schedules already established in the industrial education departments of various schools. Results of the study show that formal arrangements for industrial education existed even though the schools were experimenting with an innovative program and that almost 50 percent of the schools used large-group instruction, primarily as a one-teacher presentation. Although structured laboratory sections have been reduced from five hours to approximately two hours per week, the same pattern as traditional laboratory activities is generally followed.

The study reveals further that most schools allow their students approximately 40 percent unscheduled time with the student honor system used in safety, cleanup, tool usage, and attendance during open-lab modules. Most schools reported they lacked resource centers and adequate para-professional support and differentiated staffing patterns. The general pattern of industrial education programs in the study includes one large-group meeting per week, two structured labs, and the use of open labs.
Arendt (1970), discussing foreign language instruction, reviews traditional scheduling patterns and problems that arise from inflexible, lockstep systems and examines the seven-period day. Charts illustrate the concept of the “floating” period. The author discusses flexible-modular scheduling; large, intermediate, and small group instruction; and individual and independent study. Specific reference is made to programs using learning packages, for example, Minipacs, Unipacs, and Learning Activity-Packages (LAP). A departure from other kinds of flexible scheduling, called “demand” scheduling, is reviewed. Arendt enumerates problems and advantages of flexible scheduling and concludes with a discussion of student assessment, special need: the teacher, and the quarter or semester plan.

Clarke and Cottle (1967) report on a teamed, modular approach to teaching elementary school social studies, developed at Weber County Schools, Utah. Purposes of the approach are to deal with individual student differences, to utilize teacher specialties and school facilities, and to increase student awareness of responsibility in learning. The curriculum allowed each student to choose from alternative activities (such as lectures, special projects, or independent study), which are repeated so that each student can review or participate in each activity. Results show student achievement, initiative, and responsibility have increased greatly.

Additional references to departmental use of flexible scheduling appear in the supplementary bibliography.

**STUDIES EVALUATE SUCCESS OF FLEXIBLE-MODULAR SCHEDULING**

Macey (1968) reports that four studies conducted on junior and senior high schools using some form of modular scheduling suggest proper evaluation of flexible scheduling includes observation of behavior, measurement of attitudes and opinions, and assessment of pupil achievement. Results of the studies show (1) observable behavior can be evaluated by recording patterns of classroom activity; (2) student, teacher, and parental views of flexible scheduling can be assessed via opinionnaires; (3) the relative effectiveness of independent study, large-group instruction, and small-group activity can be evaluated through the use of opinionnaires; and (4) teaching effectiveness can be determined through comparative achievement testing.

An “at home” evaluation of the Stanford School Scheduling System at North Miami Senior High School (Florida), after one year’s operation, is reported by Hicken (1968). Results reveal that student grades on a cross-section showed a slight improvement with moderate improvement in class conduct and attendance. A positive change was also observed in students’ attitudes toward study. Students and teachers approved of large/small-group study, but more attention to the small-group design for in-depth discussion and personal interaction is needed.

At the administrative level, general commitment to the program was widespread, yet agreement on philosophies and educational assumptions of the program could increase. Generally there has been a movement toward more individualized instruction. Hicken recommends emphasis on staff differentiation and use, as well as on further development of the new teaching techniques offered by modular scheduling.

Speckhard and Bracht (1968) describe a follow-up study made in 1968 to test the findings of a 1965 study of students and teachers in two high schools—one
experimental and one control—in the same Colorado school system. Approximately five hundred students were enrolled in the experimental school, which practiced modular scheduling, and thirteen hundred in the control school. In addition to general problems of the total program, questionnaire items covered practices and problems of large-group sessions, small-group sections, supervised study, and unscheduled time.

Study findings indicate the experimental school’s use of the modular schedule in 1968 was more consistent with expected practices than in 1965. The program was favorably received by both students and teachers. Except for critical thinking, students at the experimental school showed growth in academic achievement equal to or better than students in the control school.

Two students (Filene and Kief 1967) describe student and teacher reactions to a program of flexible scheduling and independent study time at South Hills High School, Covina, California. Questionnaires were distributed to teachers and students during the first and second years of the program. First-year results were interpreted while the authors were students at South Hills. This document reports the second-year results and analyzes the entire program after Filene and Kief had gained the perspective of a year at college. The evaluation emphasizes the relevance of the program in preparing students for higher education and in inducing student maturity, and the success of the program in making school more interesting and enjoyable to the students. The authors conclude that the program was generally successful and recommend its continuation with some modification of funding and teacher behavior.

Edwards and Flexer (1966) report on student reaction to modular scheduling at Abington High School-North Campus (Pennsylvania). Opinionnaires, completed by 930 ninth-grade students, contained thirteen statements to which responses were made along a five-point, strongly agree—strongly disagree continuum. It was concluded that the majority of ninth-grade students, regardless of sex, academic ability, or sending school, were favorably inclined toward modular scheduling.

Grady (1969) describes a study designed to sample parent opinion about the modular scheduling system in operation for two years at General William Mitchell High School (Colorado Springs). Of the 400 parents who were mailed questionnaires, 328 responded. Attitudes toward large-group instruction, small-group instruction, independent study time, and the Mitchell program in general were measured. Responses were positive toward all aspects of the program, with small-group instruction rating the highest. Parents of college-bound students favored the program more than did parents of students bound for a job, vocational training, or the armed forces. Seventy-two percent of the responding parents believed modular scheduling should be continued, 22 percent wished it would be discontinued, and 6 percent were uncertain.

It is conceivable that merely changing the scheduling arrangement will not, in itself, result in greater learning; yet it can provide the conditions for teachers to change their role in the application of strategies and media most appropriate and relevant to the learner.

Valencia (1969)
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**SUPPLEMENTARY BIBLIOGRAPHY**


Flexible scheduling allows teachers to change group size, group composition, and class length according to the purpose of the lesson (Davis and Richard 1968).

Flexible scheduling cannot be considered seriously except in combination with other closely related innovations (Institute for Development of Educational Actors 1970).

When used with other resource services, flexible scheduling can maximize opportunities in a limited curriculum (Kolberg 1969).

An evaluation of modular scheduling at one high school showed student improvement in student grades, class conduct, attendance, and attitude toward study (Howe 1969).

The majority of participating students at a high school using modular scheduling reported they favored the innovation (Edward et al. 1966).

Parent opinion about modular scheduling at one high school was found to be positive (Grady 1969).
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